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The use of structured oils as a fatty replacement, leave the questioning about the oxidative stability of such materials once there is a reduction on the amount of saturated fatty acids. The study of the effect of the modification of the rheological behavior of a vegetable oil on the oxidative stability was the main objective of this study. To evaluate the oxidative stability a sample of soybean (SO) oil was compare to organogels produced using candelilla (CLWO), carnauba (CRWO) and sugarcane (SCWO) waxes, the samples were evaluated to their accelerated thermal stability using rancimat and also at room temperature (25°C) for 132 days the peroxide value (PV) were measured each 20 days. The evaluation of thermal stability showed no difference among SO, CLWO and CRWO; 4.7, 4.6 and 5.2 hours of induction time respectively SCWO presented a reduced stability (lower than 1 hour). PV evaluation for the initial SO sample was 3.3 meq/kg the PV value for the waxes were evaluated and were all lower then 5 meq/kg. Samples PV achieved the value of 23.4 meq/kg for SCWO after 20 days, CRWO and CLWO achieved a PV of 17.3 and 16.0 meq/kg after 132 days the SO sample achieved a PV of 33.2 meq/kg. The obtained results allow to conclude that the change on the rheological behavior of the vegetable oil reduced the oxidation kinetics probably due to the reduction on oxygen diffusion, making the organogel samples more stable than pure SO. The reduced oxidative stability of SCW organogel was not due to the presence of peroxides (once all samples presented low PV), but it should be the presence of secondary oxidation products in raw material that reduced thermal stability.

